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ABSTRACT

Marriage which via it constructs the family is the most fundamental and the most efficient steps in human life. Man, depending on his initials for supplying his external and internal needs always was running after monopoly. Even the first man was not independent of cooperative life and family. From the sociology point of view, Marriage is a social contract and it is responsible for continuation of human race and the most important part of tranquility and welfare in families is made of it in society and successful marriages in society. The aim of this study is analyzing sociology of couples and knowing the kinds of marriages in Tehran. In this study it has been applied of searching course. Here it has tried to introduce the concepts in addition of analyzing them. The statistic society of this study is the couples of 22 regions of Tehran which they analyzed during doing the project (1391&1392) Depending on results of this study, the resembling couple which consist of the resemblances of shapes and sexual relations (physically homo gamy) were in the forward of 69% of priority and the resembling couple in religious' values (religious' values homo gamy) with standard rate of 51% was in the next grade. Then the resembling couple culture (cultural homo gamy) with standard rate of 42% was in empowering couple relations. The resembling couple of family (family homo gamy) was in the standard rate of 42% in fourth grade and resembling couple of tribes (ethic homo gamy) with 40% in fifth grade and maintaining the marriage relationship. Age resembling couple and occupation resembling couple were with less affection in marriage relationship and in the following grades, age homo gamy with standard rate of 0/30, was in higher resembling occupation (occupational homo gamy) with standard rate 0/19.
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INTRODUCTION

« Marriage is the base and the cause of forming family and the family is an index of social concept and it is the reflex of whole society. In a limited society so the family would be limited in it automatically and its organizations would be healthy too. But as forming the family, it affected the other parts of society because the family is the most natural and the most legitimate organ for making the population for the society and the quality of its children affect the society too. Never it can be asked having a healthy society with illegitimate children» (Saroukhani,2010)

Expressing the point and importance of survey

«Family is one of the social organs which it is the base of social life. In addition to raise the children and set up the continuation of tribes and maintaining the races are its responsibility and its economic and raising children in the families. The family is the relational base for the person with society and organizations and it has the main role for transferring the rules and without it the maintaining of society can not be possible (Vousoughi,2011).The family is the most fundamental and the oldest social context which it has the most importance in its continuation and its applications. Regarding to the impression of family in society and the requisite of searching in marriage and couple relationships in Iran, we were looking forward to resembling couples and succession of couple's relationships in the society and family is the cause of rising up in any society.

The main Goal

The general goal of this survey, is analyzing knowing society resemblance of couples and the typology of couple relationships between the couples in Tehran.

Specific Goals

1- Analyzing the resembling couples between the couples in Tehran.
2- Analyzing the resembling couples between habitant’s couples in Tehran.
3- Analyzing the resembling couples of succession between the couples in Tehran.
4- Analyzing the resembling couples of succession between the couples in Tehran.

*Corresponding Author: Bagher Saroukhani, Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, Faculty of Humanities Science and Research Branch, Islamic Azad University, Tehran, Iran. PhD, Sorbonne, France.
Applicable Goals

1- Giving the methods and rules between couples and making sympathy and solving the problems and reaching to a succession for the couple’s habitants in Tehran.

2- Giving the methods and rules to the youth for increasing social- Cultural for selection of a wife regarding to same interests for succeeding the couple relationship.

Case Study

In this survey of fast and multi direction of development of societies, just confronting with the changes is not sufficient that also it should be guided as the periods of passing and taking place the incidents of complicated facts in world village, training should be the place of guidance and development because invocation has a big effect on society. The task of training is improving the aspects of humanity. It is the need of management in all the aspect of social activities. This need is very important in the system of training, because training has an important effect on society tasks and the efficient leadership is one of its requisites.

With regarding to the above points the main excel of each organization affects the other parts of organization and managing the schools is not accepted from these rules so it needs that with the development of organizations and founding the new procedures of management and management of schools is not far from this point too.

After referring to the training organization and passing the bureaucratic courses and referring to the Tehran girl guidance during 4047258 regions strict were chosen depending on the differences of social, economical and cultural in Tehran. Region 2023629 from north, region 5 from west, region 6 from center, region 4 from east and region 16 from south of Tehran were selected. From each guidance school 1 manager and 3 teachers were selected accidentally to answer the questionnaire at last the questionnaire was gathered between 50 managers and 150 teachers for answering.

For estimating the amount of Koukaran Formula applied:

\[ Nt = \frac{Nd^2 + pqt^2}{p} \]

The number of 384 couples.

The Index of Validity

For analyzing the validity of and the tools of measuring which it means questionnaire, it was applied the statistic for prequalify it applied the teachers guide and the experts for predict of forming. For mistaking the mentioning experts so it is called the validity forming.

Findings:

General characteristics of samples Based on the results of this research, half of the respondents were male and other half were female. Most of the studied respondents 96.9% were married. 61% of respondents are below 40 years old and 39% are more than 40 years old. The age range of respondents is between 16 to 76 years and average age of them is 39 years. 59% of respondents stated that at the time of marriage were lower than 25 years and 41% also were more than 25 years. 9% of respondents’ education is under diploma, 47% were diploma and AA, 34% were license and 10% were MA and upper, it means that 45.4%of them are staff or worker. More than half of respondents’ language is Persian language (66%).

Table 1: determiners of regression analysis of relationship between physically heterogamy and marital qualitative and quantitative success

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical index</th>
<th>Correlative coefficient (R)</th>
<th>Determined (Rsquare) variance</th>
<th>Adjusted variance (Adjusted Rsquare)</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Level (Sig) significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>130.0830</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows correlative coefficient of relationship between physically heterogamy and marital qualitative and quantitative achievement. Correlative coefficient between these two variables is 0.725.
According to the rate of determination coefficient (R²=0.525) we can say that about 52% of changing of marital qualitative and quantitative achievement can be determined by physiological heterogamy.

Table 2: determinants of regression analysis of relationship between heterogamy in religious' values and marital qualitative and quantitative success

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical index Regression model</th>
<th>Correlative coefficient (R)</th>
<th>Determined variance (Adjusted Rsquare)</th>
<th>Adjusted variance (Adjusted Rsquare)</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Level of significance (Sig)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>76/293</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows correlative coefficient of relationship between heterogamy in religious' values and marital qualitative and quantitative success. Correlative coefficient between these two variables is 0.476. According to the rate of determination coefficient (R²=0.226) we can say that about 22% of changing of marital qualitative and quantitative achievement can be determined by marital inequality in values.

Table 3: determinants of regression analysis of relationship between cultural heterogamy and marital qualitative and quantitative success

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical index Regression model</th>
<th>Correlative coefficient (R)</th>
<th>Determined variance (Rsquare)</th>
<th>Adjusted variance (Adjusted Rsquare)</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Level of significance (Sig)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>73/114</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows correlative coefficient of relationship between cultural heterogamy and marital qualitative and quantitative success. Correlative coefficient between these two variables is 0.468. According to the rate of determination coefficient (R²=0.219) we can say that about 22% of changing of marital qualitative and quantitative achievement can be determined by cultural marital inequality.

Table 4: determinants of regression analysis of relationship between family heterogamy and marital qualitative and quantitative success

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level (Sig) significance of Regression model</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Adjusted variance (Adjusted Rsquare)</th>
<th>Specified variance (Rsquare)</th>
<th>Correlative coefficient (R)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>64/725</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>0.446</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows correlative coefficient of relationship between family heterogamy and marital qualitative and quantitative success. Correlative coefficient between these two variables is 0.446. According to the rate of determination coefficient (R²=0.199) we can say that about 20% of changing of marital qualitative and quantitative achievement can be determined by family marital inequality.

Table 5: determinants of regression analysis of relationship between ethnic heterogamy and marital qualitative and quantitative success

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level (Sig) significance of Regression model</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Adjusted variance (Adjusted Rsquare)</th>
<th>Determined variance (Rsquare)</th>
<th>Correlative coefficient (R)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>51/281</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.405</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows correlative coefficient of relationship between ethnic heterogamy and marital qualitative and quantitative success. Correlative coefficient between these two variables is 0.405. According to the rate of determination coefficient (R²=0.199) we can say that about 16% of changing of marital qualitative and quantitative achievement can be determined by ethnic marital inequality.

Table 6: determinants of regression analysis of relationship between age heterogamy and marital qualitative and quantitative success

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level (Sig) significance of Regression model</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Adjusted variance (Adjusted Rsquare)</th>
<th>Determined variance (Rsquare)</th>
<th>Correlative coefficient (R)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>41/935</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows correlative coefficient of relationship between age heterogamy and marital qualitative and quantitative success. Correlative coefficient between these two variables is 0.372. According to the rate of determination coefficient (R²=0.138) we can say that about 16% of changing of marital qualitative and quantitative achievement can be determined by age marital inequality.
This table shows correlative coefficient of relationship between age hetero gamy and marital qualitative and quantitative achievement. Correlative coefficient between these two variables is 0.372. According to the rate of determination coefficient (R2=0.138) we can say that about 14% of changing of marital qualitative and quantitative achievement can be determined by age marital inequality.

Table 7: determinants of regression analysis of relationship between job hetero gamy and marital qualitative and quantitative success

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of (Sig) significance</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Adjusted variance (Adjusted Rsquare)</th>
<th>Determined (Rsquare)variance</th>
<th>Correlative coefficient (R)</th>
<th>Statistical index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>15/795</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows correlative coefficient of relationship between job hetero gamy and marital qualitative and quantitative achievement. Correlative coefficient between these two variables is 0.239. According to the rate of determination coefficient (R2=0.057) we can say that about 6% of changing of marital qualitative and quantitative achievement can be determined by job marital inequality.

Conclusion

Family as the littlest and off course the most important structure of society plays a fundamental role in improvement of culture in any society and depends on the order of family. In a normal family which is looking for fairness and improvement of itself and others, it does not hesitate of anything for reaching to this point.

From any way which the marriage set up some kinds has been observed that at first there was the resemblance of couple, but by passing the time the husband and wife become far from each other and the first resemblance of marriage turned in to difference of secondary couple in marriage which unfortunately it leaded to formal divorce or sensitive divorce. As an instance by revealing the economic problems and like them, the man's mud would change and by his dependency during the passing time it effects on women mind that does not have enough knowledge of his personality, she supposed that he lost his love. This cause depression for her and effect on her relation with her husband negatively that may be it leads to formal divorce or sensitive divorce between them. This procedure was one of hundreds of procedures that they are showing interrelations between couples with regarding to interactive interactions.

Regarding to the mentioned subjects, we were going to search about the couples in Tehran for their resemblance of marriage and their typology of marriage relationships between them to find out each of that existing couples, how much succeed could make between the couples via them we can find a solution for the boys and girls which they are going to make a marriage relationship and we decrease their probably problems.

Social resemblances such as tribe, region, social stage and social views have important importance in their cultural and social points of view, because they made their bases in their personal specifications and they help to defining and effecting on others personalities and my of their treatments in whole of their life which they were affected by them too.

Depending on the studies done, resemblances such as tribe, region, social stage and social views have important importance in their cultural and social points of view, because they made their bases in their personal specifications and they help to defining and they may cause to welfare of the couples and this cause succession in their marriage relationship. Social-economical stage affects very much and more importantly such the sides become more resembling of social- economical situation each other they would be more successful. The resemblance of both two stages has more impression of each other interaction and it affect on their children more vitally. Although at first may be it does not show the difference between husband and wife in difference of social stage but the reality of this problem is that when it reveals that the problems are coming to their life but it should not be forgotten that there is very rare family although of the differences they live beside each other very well but in these cases, the subject of love and sacrifice and something such them are not without interference. From the point of occupation, women who work and even they who has full time job with comparison with women having part time job, they have more efficiency in their homes and even depending on which one of the couples earn more they differ on their efficiency and even more power. The difference in social and educational resemblance is one of the other important points that here make the resemblance between husband and wife. The couple which they recognize each other more they can communicate better, they can do their responsibilities and their tasks better and they have more acceptances on raising their children too. Searches define that marriage of educated people make more acceptance between the couples. The couple which they recognize each other better and they increase the probability of success instead of couples which the education of wife is more than her husband. Also the searches define that resemblances of families and tribe, region, social stage and social views have important importance in their cultural and social points of view, because they made their bases in their personal specifications and they help to defining they live beside each other very well but in these cases, the
subject of love and sacrifice and something such them are not without interference. Depending on the searches
done although at first may be it does not show the difference between husband and wife in difference of social
stage but the reality of this problem is that when it reveals that the problems are coming to their life but it should
not be forgotten that there is very rare family although of the differences they live beside each other very well
but in these cases, the subject of love and sacrifice and something such them are not without interference.

The considerable and new point in this study we obtain the affectivity and priority of sexual relations
between the couples and can make it more success in couple relationships. Depending on the studies which had
done before the same resemblance in the values was in the priority for making stable families but depending on
the changes in people idea and fundamental changes in today life and new relations between people, we reach to
this result that sexual acceptance between the couples can make it more stable and it can be in priority and the
beauty subject added to it as priorities. In the other words that resemblance of couples consists of sexual
acceptance and beauty (physically homo gamy) with standard rate 69% in priority of sexual relation succession
and that couple resemblance in religious' values (religious' values homo gamy) with standard rate of 51% can
be in the next turn.

In this study also we conclude that the resemblance of couples in culture (cultural homo gamy) with the
standard rate of 45% in the values can reach to marriage success and it has an efficient role on couple relationship.
The resemblances family couples (family homo gamy) with the rate of 42% in the fourth grade and resemblance
tribe couple (ethic homo gamy) with 40% in the fifth and also in the succession of couple relationship in the other
rates and stages and the resemblance of age in couples (age homo gamy) with standard rate 30% is in higher
priority with resemblance of occupation (occupational homo gamy) with standard rate 19%.

Applicable suggestions come out of survey:
Regarding to time limitations in continues of this survey it is suggested the following offers:
1. Searching on the causes and indexes for selecting housewife (Which we reach to them in this study)
   and the reason of their putting priority.
2. Searching on the causes and indexes for selecting housewife (Which we reach to them in this study) for
   maintaining the life and the reason of their putting priority.
3. Administrating the project of planning on different people in society for selecting the house wife and
   continuing the scales for collect selection of house wife and outing them in priority of maintaining the
   life and selecting wife.
4. Searching the main challenges between the couples and their families and their cause in families.
5. Searches on the prior indexes for selecting the house wife and its causes
6. Distribution of mentioned point in different cities of Iran.
7. Distribution of the results of this study for the youth in different cities
8. Gathering the results of searches in different cities of Iran concerning about Geography and prepared
   search study.
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